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LINE-RANK 3 AFFINE PLANES

MICHAEL J. KALLAHER AND GRAHAM KELLY

We consider finite affine planes having a collineation group

acting as a rank 3 permutation group on the affine lines. By a

classical result of A. Wagner, such affine planes are translation

planes. We show that if, in addition, the plane has odd

dimension or dimension 2 over its kernel, then the plane is

Des argue si an.

1. Introduction

Many people have investigated automorphism groups of designs having

the property that the action on the points of the design is rank 3 . See,

for example, either Kallaher [2] or Liineburg [5, Chapter III].

The authors decided to consider non-trivial 2 - (u, k, A) designs

having an automorphism group that is a rank 3 group on the blocks of the

design. Early in our investigation we realized that nothing was known

about the special case when the design is an affine plane. By the famous

Wagner theorem (Theorem 15.16 in Luneburg [5]) the plane is a translation

plane and the group contains the group of translations. This article

describes what else can be said about such affine planes. We show in

Section 3 that if the plane, as a translation plane, has characteristic

3 , has odd dimension over its kernel, or has dimension 2 over its

kernel, then the plane is Desarguesian (Theorem 3). This leads to the

conjecture that all such affine planes are Desarguesian.
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Section 2 contains two results on finite translation planes with a

collineation group doubly transitive on the line lm . These results,

which are needed to prove the results in Section 3, are complementary to

the Czerwinski-Schulz result on such translation planes (see Theorem 39-3

in Luneburg [5]).

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic theory of affine and

projective planes given in Dembowski [7] and Luneburg [5], We also assume

that the reader is familiar with the view of translation planes or vector

spaces over their kernel as given in KaIlaher and Ostrom [3]. In

particular, we shall use the nomenclature of that article.

2. Preliminary results

Let IT be a finite translation plane of dimension d over its kernel

K = GF(q) , where q = p with k 5; 1 and p a prime. Furthermore, let

G be a collineation group of IT which is doubly transitive on the line

ôo • B v results of Czerwinski and Schulz (Theorem 39-3 in Luneburg [5]),

if p = 2 or if G contains no Baer involution then IT is either

Desarguesian or a Luneburg plane. In this section we investigate such

planes with additional hypotheses, and two theorems are proven. The first

is as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let IT be a finite translation plane of dimension d

over its kernel K = GF{q) , where q = p with k > 1 and p a prime,

and let G be a collineation group of IT which is doubly transitive on

the affine points of IT and doubly transitive on the points of lm . If

d is odd then TT is Desarguesian.

Proof. If p = 2 then Theorem 39.3 in Luneburg [5] implies IT is

Desarguesian or a Luneburg plane. But d = 2 for the Luneburg planes.

Thus the theorem holds if p = 2 . Assume p > 2 . If d = 1 then TT is

Desarguesian. Thus, assume also that d > 1 . Without loss of generality

we may assume G contains the group T of translations of TT . Then

G = TG~ where 0 is the origin of V , and GQ is doubly transitive on

the points of lm , since T fixes I pointwise.

Let V be a point of l^ . Since GQ is doubly transitive on lm ,
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the order \GQ y\ is divisible by q = l^-f^l . Also, the group Gy

is solvable by Lemma 2.13 of Kallaher and Ostrom [3]. Now the group

GQJ, = T GQ v , where T is the subgroup of translations with center V .

From the double transitivity of G on the points of ir it follows that

GQV is doubly transitive on the affine points of Ov . By Theorem 37.7 of

Luneburg [5] the group GQ „ induces on the affine points of Ov a

subgroup of YL\X, p J . (The exceptional groups cannot occur since d

is odd and at least 3 .) Now q = p does not divide the order of

TL[l, p ) . Since the induced group is GQ y/L , where L is the order

of affine perspectivities in GQ „ with axis Ov , it follows that GQ y

must contain non-trivial affine elations with axis Ov . Since G is

doubly transitive on £M and T < G , it follows that every affine line of

TT is the axis of a non-trivial affine elation (shear). By Theorem 39.2 of

Luneburg [5] the plane IT is Desarguesian.

The last theorem of this section considers translation planes of

dimension 2 .

THEOREM 2. Let IT be a finite translation plane of dimension d

over its kernel K = GF(^) 3 where q = p with k - 1 and p a prime,

and let G be a oollineation group of TT which is doubly transitive on a

line lm . If d = 2 then IT is either Desarguesian or a Luneburg

plane.

Proof. If p = 2 this theorem follows from Theorem 39.3 in Luneburg

[5]. Assume p > 2 . If I7 is the group of translations of IT , then the

group H - TG is also doubly transitive on lm . Since T fixes the line

lm pointwise, the subgroup HQ , where 0 is the origin of IT , is doubly

transitive on I
CO

Let V be a point of lm , and consider H = HQ . Since H •. is

doubly transitive on I , the order \H\ is divisibly by q . O n the

other hand the group H induces on the affine line OV a group H of

semi-linear transformations considering OV as a vector space of
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dimension 2 over K = GF(<7) (see Lemma 2.11 in Ka I laher and Ostrom [3]).

o
Thus, H 5 L(2, q) . Since q does not divide

|FL(2, q)\ =kq[q -l)(q-l) , as in the last proof H contains non-trivial

affine elation, and thus Theorem 39-2 of Luneburg [5] implies TT is

Desarguesian.

The Czerwinski-Schulz theorem does apply to translation planes of non-

square order since such planes cannot have Baer involutions. However, it

does not apply to translation planes of odd dimension over their kernel,

for such planes do have Baer involutions.

3. Line-rank 3 affine planes

In this section we prove the main result of this article. To

facilitate the discussion we make the following definition.

DEFINITION. A line-rank 3 affine plane is a finite affine plane TT

with a collineation group G which is a rank. 3 permutation group on the

affine lines of TT . The group G is called a line-rank 3 collineation

group.

The following is an immediate consequence of the famous Wagner theorem

on affine line transitive collineation groups.

LEMMA 1. A line-rank 3 affine plane TT is a translation plane and

a line-rank 3 collineation group G of TT contains the group T of

translations of TT .

Proof. The line-rank 3 collineation group ' G of TT is transitive

on the affine lines of TT . By Wagner's theorem (Theorem 15.16 of Luneburg

[5]) the plane TT is a translation plane and T < G .

Let u be a line-rank 3 affine plane with line-rank 3

collineation group G . Then i is a finite translation plane. Let

K = GF(c^) , where q = p with k > 1 and p a prime, be the kernel of

TT and let d be the dimension of TT over K (see Section 2 of Kallaher

and Ostrom [3]). Thus TT has order a , and ir is a vector space of

dimension Zd over K . If T is the group of translations of TT then

(1) G = TGQ ,
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where 0 is the origin (zero vector) of IT . Furthermore, the group GQ

is a group of semi-linear transformations over K on the vector space IT .

Since G is transitive on the affine lines of IT , the group G is

transitive on the points of lm , the line at infinite of IT . Consider an

affine line I and the subgroup G, . The rank 3 property of G

implies that G, has exactly three orbits in the set of affine lines of

IT . Since G7 fixes the point V = I n I on the line I these three
£ r CO 00

orbits must be A = {1} , the set A consisting of all affine lines in

TT meeting lm in the point V , and the set A consisting of all affine

lines in IT not meeting lm at the point V . It follows that G7 is

transitive on the points of the set I - {V} . Because G7 5 G.. we have
DO IV

proven the following:

LEMMA 2. Let TT be a line-rank 3 affine plane with a line-rank 3

oollineation group G . The group G is doubly transitive on lm , the

line at infinity.

Since T < G the group G is transitive on the affine points of IT .

Consider the origin 0 and a line I through 0 . If U = I n l^ and

Tp is the group of all translations with center U , then

Gl = T2G0,l

since T^ fixes I and is transitive on the affine points of I . The

rank 3 property of G implies that G7 is transitive on the set of

affine lines m with m " l^ - U and m # I .

Because T fixes every point of l^ , equation (l) above implies the

group GQ is doubly transitive on the points of la> . It follows that G.,

has two orbits on the set of affine lines of TT ; namely, the set I

consisting of all lines through 0 and the set of Z consisting of all

remaining affine lines of IT . Thus, on the set of affine points the group

GQ has at most two orbits (see 2.3.1 in Dembowski [/]). Since {0} is

one such orbit, the group GQ has a second orbit consisting of all the
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remaining affine points. We have proven the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let TT be a line-rank 3 affine plane with a line-rank 3

oollineation group G . The group G is doubly transitive on the affine

points of TT .

One consequence of Lemma 3 is the fact that a Luneburg plane cannot be

a line-rank 3 affine plane. For the full collineation group of a

Luneburg plane is a rank 3 permutation group on the affine points of the

plane.

We can now prove the main result of this article.

THEOREM 3. If ir is a line-rank 3 affine plane with a line-rank

3 collineation group G , then IT is a translation plane and G contains

the group T of translations. Furthermore, the plane TT is Desarguesian

if any one of the following conditions holds:

(i) the characteristic p of TT is 2 ;

(ii) the dimension d of TT over its kernel K = G¥{q) is

odd;

(Hi) the dimension d of TT over its kernel K = GF(q) is

2 .

Proof. The first statement is just Lemma 1. The second statement

follows from Theorem 39.3 of Luneburg [5], Lemmas 2 and 3, Theorems 1 and

2, and the remark after Lemma 3.
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